
Styling Tips: How to Mix and Match Trendy Clothes
and Shoes

When it comes to men's styling, there are limited options to choose from. However, it
would be best if you did something different every time with your clothes when you
go out. The first question that comes to mind before starting to dress up is how to
mix and match trendy clothes to look fashionable and not extra.

With our tips, you can be trendy and stylish while putting in minimal effort. With the
intervention of the digital world, you can buy fashionable clothes from trendy online
shopping sites in India. So let's dig deep into these fashion secrets that no one
really ever told you-

5 Styling Tips to Mix and Match Trendy Clothes and Shoes

1. Know the Colors and Prints that Suits You

Before considering a new fashion choice, you should always know your color and
print first. Being trendy is only sometimes about going with the latest color or print
but also what suits your personality and taste. You should know which colors and
combinations work for you, like for a sunny day out. A light blue shirt with white
shorts and white shoes can give you one nice trendy look. You can mix and match
the colors with prints, like buying a line print light blue shirt or multi-pocket shorts.
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2. Fashionable Separates

You can stick to a different old combo. Mix it up with different colors and prints. Keep
it chill and funky. Like, rock your favorite chinos with a shirt in the same color or
something totally random, and throw on some white shoes for a laid-back, playful
vibe. The point is to have a blast while still looking sharp.

3. Trust in Black

If you want to keep it chill and accessible, go for an all-black outfit. It's a classic color
that you probably already have in your closet. You can rock black chino shorts with a
polo neck or black trousers with a black shirt. If you're feeling fancy, wear a black
kurta with black pants. But if you live in a hot and humid place, choose breathable
fabrics like linen or cotton and stay away from synthetic materials.

4. Neutrals and textures

You can pair neutral color shades with textured opposites, like buying a plain white
shirt and pairing it with lined or checked brown trousers with brown shoes.
Combinations like this will keep your look minimalist, and at the same time, you will
be trendy with your little mix-and-match trick.

5. Match the Material

It is always a great option to pair the same material tops and bottoms, except in the
case of jeans. Jeans are universal. However, for example, for a cotton shirt or t-shirt,
go for cotton shorts, chinos, or pants to look sharp. Or, for a linen shirt, pair it with
some denim jackets and jeans. Wear a pair of black, white, brown, or blue-colored
sneakers or formal and complete your trendy looks for the day or night.

What Must Have in A Man's Wardrobe?

A men's wardrobe is a simple space where minimum efforts can create impactful
magic. Buy clothes and shoes from the best men’s designer clothes websites
online.

It would help to have everything in black, such as a shirt, T-shirt, jeans, pants, shorts
and shoes. Everything is white, such as a shirt, T-shirt, jeans, pants, shorts and
shoes. Denim jeans and jackets in shades of blue. Brown shoes to style your formals.
Also, get some plain shirts and T-shirts and some textured ones and the same with
bottoms. And boom! You are ready for the mix and match trendy clothes and shoes
for every occasion.
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Where Can You Buy Them?

There is a vast pool of websites selling clothes and shoes online, but finding
affordable online shopping sites in India can take time and effort. Don't worry
because just like Mavshacklive India, we also have got you covered.

Mavshacklive India has the most trendy and stylish clothes available at affordable
prices. What are you waiting for? Style up your fashion game today and get the best
deals on clothes and shoes online.
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